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Dcar Mr Gregson

PORT WARRATAI-I COAL SERVICES (PWCS), PACIFIC NATIONAL
(PN) AND QUEENSLAND RAU, (QR) APPLICATIONS FOR
AUTHORISATION OF VESSEL QUEUE MAXAGEMEN?' SYSTEM.

I refer to your letter of 19 Novcmber 2007 seeking comments on the application by the above
parties to authorise a ncw Vessel Queue Management System (VQMS). This submission rclates
only to the request for an interim authorisation of these arrangements comtnencing on 1 January
2008.
'rhc Department considers that the intel-~~ational
demand for Australian coal will remain strong for
the foreseeable future and demand for coal from the Hunter Valley will continue to expand. This
will mean that the Hunter Valley Coal supply chain will continue to experience ongoing coal
transport infrastructure capacity constraints for the short to medium term. Given this scenario it is
likely that thc absence of any vessel management or coal export rationing syste~npending final
decisions by the ACCC on arrangements for the remainder of 2008 will result in a rapid build up
of the current coal vessel queue with consequential incrcased demurrage costs to coal exporters
using the terminal.
In this regard we note that such an outcome occurred following the decision by Hunler Valley
coal producers in Septcmller 2006 to terminate the previous vessel queue management
arrangements (the medium term Capacity Balancing System (C:RS)) from 1 January 2007 i.e. the
length of the vessel queue rose sharply. The CBS with revisions was subsequently reinstated at
the request of producers.
At a broad policy level, the Department believes that the only viable long tenn solutiori to
ongoing supply chain capacity constraints is investment in new infrastructure capacity to meet tlie
incrcased clemalld for coal. This includes possible further cxpansions at PWCS, the development
of the new coal export terminal by thc Newcastle Coal Infrastructure Group, investments in

Newcastle port facilities and services, investments in rail infrastructure, and expansions in coal
rail freight services by existing players and potential new entrants. Rationing systelns should, be
considered as transitional measures pending increased capacity coming 011 line and only then
when the national benefits exceeds the costs of not having a rationing system in place. As well as
the dircct costs associated with queues and long shipping delays, we consider that cost benefit
analysis should also consider the indirect inlpact that long shipping qucucs have on Australia's
reputation as a reliable and secure supplier of coal. This irlcludes possible adverse perceptions
(especially given the experience of late 2006) if the current system is disbanded without having a
new system in placc when it is likely that capacity constraints will continue.
In the current circumstances where additional capacity is u~llikelyto be available for the next few
years and based on previous cost bcncfit analysis by the ACCC and submissions to the ACCC, we
consider the implementation of a supply chain rationing systcrn horn 1 January 2008, petding a
final determination on this application by the ACCC, is justified. We consicler the level of any
public detriment arising fiom a discontinuation of some type of allocation/rationing systtrn is
likely to be greater than any public detriment that might arise from maintaining such a system
after the expiry of the current ACCC authorisation on 3 1 December 2007.
Wc note, however, that while there appears to be broad industry ageelllent on the nccd for a conl
export allocation systern for 2008, producers havc not been able to rcach agrcemerit on the
fornlula for dctermining individual company allocations under a rcne\vecl rationing system. In
this regard the application proposes altering the basis of the coal export allocation arrangements
that apply under the existing CBS. The proposed VQMS would be based on the lcsscr of cxisting
rail and port contracts whereas allocations under the CBS are based on port nominations
(contracts) alone. This change in the allocation formula will potentially have differing impacts on
some individual producers proposing to cxport coal in 2008, particularly those companies that
may not havc rail contracts in place to meet their 2008 poi? contracts.
Accordingly, the ACCC will need to not only determine whether a coal supply chain allocation
system should be authorised to continue after 3 1 December 2007, but also consider the basis for
calculating individual company allocations under such a system. In reaching a determination on
thc latter the ACCC should have regard to the following types of issues;

The impacts of various coal allocation options on thc opcrating and economic efficiency of
the Hunter Valley coal supply chain;
The potential impacts of the various coal allocation options on incentives to invest in new
or expanded systcn~(port and rail) infrastructure capacity;
The fairness and cquity of proposed changes in allocation arrangements on individual conl
exporters;
The impact of the various allocation options on the contractual arrangements of the
individual rail and port infrastructure providers; and

The impact of tying thc allocation system to rail frcight contracts on the ability of potential
new coal rail ti-eight service providers entering the market.

'Thcsc issucs will also need to be considered by the ACCC in reaching its final dctcmination on
this application.
Yours sincerely
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